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The tourist has it by hike or on bike, from tin tents
to tarps all putting money in your till! When the Tour
de Yorkshire passed 2.6 million roadside fans spent
money in shops along the route. more on this inside.
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just like the weather . .
Take it. Leave it. On Oddschecker when we last looked you get
7-4 there will be no deal on Brexit before April Fool’s day 2019.
They offer 5-4 there will two PMs involved in things by then.
You get a 3-1 bet that by 2027 Britain will be re-applying to join
the EU. If only the choice was ours! more of that story inside.

doing chewing

Tourism: Kirkfield, Town Yetholm

They turn grass into stuff to eat, wear,
bring profit, too. About now on a rail near
you, a sheep resource has been turned
into show-stopper garments suitable for
all seasons of the year. A market force at
Performance Days. more on this inside.

Starting out point
for times of words, pictures and
other stuff along the way . . some of it would be
hard to make up. The Burnham Boy book about
beingThere is published in July. story inside.
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as the garlic takes over
editor Peter Lumley is wondering how-come
some hills have been losing out in Yorkshire

At this halfway point through the year plenty of people have got their 2019 taped, what’s coming will
make or break the next season’s take so already some meet and greet scheduling is in full swing.
Surprisingly a few have been voicing they’ve been caught out by the in-rushing tide of new Show
dates: yes! It looks the 2018 show scene packs promise, well for the producers that is, who’ve built
bridges to avoid being caught on fallow pastures. There isn’t any re-assuring confidence amongst
independent retailers, and I am of a mind that it’s not quite the year we had at twelve months passed.
Putting it into perspective, there is a lot less happiness around today, with many things changing and
hardly for the better. The debilitating quagmire and uncertainty of government and their shamblexit
of getting done just what the people signed up to, has left the referundumb in a dark and pressured
alleyway which someone is going to find very costly. You’d argue?
Just like the weather, we must take it or leave it yet for the gambling folk amongst you I
decided to look at the Oddschecker website and found you can get 7 to 4 that there will be no deal
on Brexit before April Fool’s day 2019. It’s 5 to 4 that two PMs will get involved in things by then. The
odds are a 3 to 1 bet that Britain will re-apply to join the EU by 2027, which suggests we will have
either left the union by then or the negotiators are on a long coffee break. They wouldn’t be drinking
tea, would they after all Brussels probably considers that is far too British a habit to let live.
Then we have the Official Retail Sales figures from the Office for National Statistics, this
showed sales volumes in March were down 1.2%, Easter got colder than I was happy with and the
timing was hardly on side for our lifestyle of beingThere with a caravan as base for hike and bike
times. Did we shop more instead of touring around? We weren’t checking on ourselves but somebody
had been on others and figures released by the British Retail Consortium and KPMG people indicate
shop business was down by 3.1% in April: making it the biggest decline for 23 years or so. The other
side of a rather thin coin does suggest that people are getting on with things, rather than looking over
their shoulder to see just what others are doing. Those are the brands finding things are paying off for
them, and yes, it’s tough being an independent store when some brands don’t help make it easier to
run their product. Opportunity, just as with beauty, happens in the eye of the beholder but don’t blink
or you could miss it and that seems to be the case retailers tell us is happening more nowadays.
The 2018 we are in is something of a beauty because plenty is going on out there to help
raise the sort of interest which gets more people out into the fresh air. For starters, they say the 2018
Tour de Yorkshire got 2.6 million money-spending fans and tourists lining the route over four days.
Perhaps if Tykes and their incoming fans didn’t have to put up with a francilising of hills into côtes it
could be businesses would have seen an even greater till-ringing take. For me it verily is more than
anyone should accept that a Goose Eye or a Park Rash ends up being massaged with garlic cloves!
Cycling has always been something of a Lumleyism of course, so how good the news that roads
across Kitching Country will be national-jersey swamped in 2019 when the UCI Road Cycling World
Championships, aka The Worlds, will be coming to Yorkshire with every race ending in Harrogate.
That’ll bring something of a festival of cycling again in the countryside around the Spa town, Cycling
magazine and Maurice Cumberworth would be so pleased to hear of that one coming.
A footnote on French terminology: When Sean Kelly talks about La Grande Boucle on Eurosport I
notice he refers to it as the Tour of France. There’s no way I am going to argue with King Kelly and I am sure that
were I to persist in asking questions about Yorkshire, as I feel is often the duty, then probably there’s an ice-axe
winging it’s way towards my head from thataway courtesy of an internationally accomplished mountaineer. Prl

When the government’s Cycling Minister Jesse Norman
was at the Greenford hq of Brompton Bikes there were
discussions with brand ceo Will Butler on the Department
for Transport’s call for evidence on cycling and walking,
which closes June 1. The government started enquiry
procedure in March as an opportunity for people to share
their views and opinions on travel and transport in Britain.
The Minister was also introduced to the
next-up set of wheels coming from the brand, the new
Brompton Electric which is the company’s first venture
into e-bikes. It rolls in July.
RW

CSR in a voluntary charter

The trade and user arena for people in hike, bike, travel and tourism is both a playground for us and the
work place of people making a living in the countryside. Stretching around that there is both personal and
corporate attitudes on how we treat, abuse even, the planet. That sits with how corporations can increase
long-term profits by operating inside a corporate social responsibility perspective, even though others will
argue that CSR can get in the way of a company or brand’s economic role.
That was well known when the EOG Sustainability Charter came along in 2016, it being a
development in the hands of the association’s CSR and Sustainability Council taken in partnership with
key stakeholders and led by Dr. Pamela Ravasio working with colleague Dr. Katy Stevens.
Companies and other organisations that sign up to the voluntary charter are expressing their
support for the importance of the EOG’s work in sustainability The Group’s team gives ongoing support to
organisations signing up to the Sustainability Charter, with advice, insights and guidance so they complete
each stage of the journey at their own pace. Latest news is that the Scandinavian Outdoor Group and its
sixty-four members are signed up in supporting the Charter.
TR
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setting and breaking records

The tenth anniversary edition of Performance Days broke all previous records.
The recent trade fair recorded a significant increase in the number of visitors
as well as in the levels of exhibitor and visitor satisfaction. That means PD has
seen constant growth and development through twenty trade fair editions. A significant increase in the number of visitors was observed. Specifically, compared
to the previous year, 22% more visitors made the trip to Munich’s MTC. At the
same time the ratio of international visitors increased.
PD visitors can be sure that only real innovations are presented here
and along with with these there was the newly launched “Marketplace” where
stock fabrics without lead time in small quantity is available. The strong commitment on the part of the trade fair is acknowledged by all trade fair participants as
confirmed by the visitor survey just concluded: The visitor satisfaction increased
from 79% of the previous fair to 87% in April 2018!
The Award for outstanding engagement to the environment went to A.
Sampaio who use Seaqual, which is a recycled fibre in its award winning fabrics. Recycled polyester is nowadays a regularly used material, but these PES
fibres are produced from a particularly difficult waste source– plastic that drifts or
even sinks in the seas. A fleet of about 400 fishing boats collects trash from the
Mediterranean Sea with drift nets. The “catch” is sorted daily and moved to the
appropriate recovery points, so not only plastic, but also glass, metals and other
valuable materials that do not belong in the world’s oceans is re-captured. RW

an eye on matters in Munich
Charles Ross checks out aisle offerings

ThinDown. An Italian product of down capsulated by polyester surfaces so that the result is 80%
Down, 20% PET. It is available in a range of thicknesses from 2.0 cm to 0.8 cm (weights 80gms to
30gms). This is a sheet of Down that does not suffer from migration problems. It is cheaper to make
as it can be machined without baffles needing to be filled. On top of this is should be remembered that
the most expensive part of a garment is the labour for its construction, as opposed to the technical
materials used. I suspect it will be used most as a thin product, as the benefits of the thicker option
would not be so great over pure Down, the less Down the greater the migration problem. The other
thing to consider is that Primaloft’s Gold and Silver Blends of Down and polyester, which seem to take
the worse qualities of each of the components as opposed to the publicised added benefits.
Clo Vivo insulation. A polyester with holes in which Leeds Uni have tested to confirm that
it increases breathability by 30%, without decreasing the thermal performance. Led by a team
out of NorwichThermore – another Italian company – which produces unbranded polyester
insulation claimed to be as good as Primaloft, but seems to have made greater progress with
AthLeisure brands like Aigle/ Callaway Gold/ EA7/ Peak Performance/ Puma/ Regatta.
Freudenberg were showing their Comfortemp FibreBall Eco product, which was made up of 80%
recycled fibres without added chemicals for an insulation in the trend garments; it reminded me of
ThinDown at a great price, but ignorable warmth rating – it has been picked up by the Pyua brand.
The brand was launching a student design competition where the winners get to present their chosen
finished items in Italy as part of Fashion Week.
Wool had a definite presence at the show with its own area. As insulation the fibre is
gaining popularity led by what Lavalan produced for Ortovox under the Swiss Wool marque.
That position is being challenged by HD Wool of Bradford who’ve re-tuned their product to
have a wash stabiliser, making it fine to launder at 40 deg and also available in a PLA mix. The
Corn-starch acid makes the yarn lighter and thus cheaper whilst retaining performance
characteristics of perspiration absorption and odour control far in excess of any mineral salt
or silver residue compound. As an insulation it comes in sheet form, simplifying the garment manufacturing cost, as well as adding a more versatile layer that copes through both
cold and warm conditions, box ticks every sustainability category.
We also saw an outing for Sensil, a bio-nylon from Nilit, but seemingly reaction is muted. This
The Walk of Fame tracked products, YKK have stood by
the concept with long term sponsorship reflecting their
position as authorities in their area of excellence. Berghaus
showed their ThinDown and the Reflect insulation system.

The Lawns and Beaulieu Shows

Date changes for this year’s HERCMA trade shows it is looking to be like old times
at The Lawns this year. Because of date changes required by the University of Hull,
the 43rd annual trade show in Cottingham on the outskirts of Hull, is to be held prior
to the public event – on Tuesday to Thursday, September 4-6, with the weekend
public “extravaganza” on Sepember 8-9.
Although there has been a slight change-around of the stands, all five
HERCMA members are there, that is ABI, Carnaby, Coachman, Swift and Willerby.
They take up their regular positions to display the complete ranges of 2019 models,
with 14 other manufacturers of tourers, holiday homes, lodges and park homes also
taking part.
The earlier start to the show at The Lawns sees the annual Beaulieu
show also being brought forward: the trade day there will now be on Thursday, September 20 with the trade also welcome on Friday, 21st, when the Holiday Caravan
and Park Home Show 2018 gets under way it continues through the weekend of
September 22-23rd.
In addition to the new season’s models – nearly 300 at The Lawns and
over 150 at Beaulieu – numerous supplies and services companies will have stands
at both shows.The exhibitions are run by the Hull and East Riding of Yorkshire
Caravan Manufacturers’ Association (HERCMA) and organised on their behalf by
Teamwork Professionals Ltd.
www.hercmatradeshows.com to register.
matched its status in the Far East who have had access to this yarn for several years, but there is not
enough differentiation from cheaper, but similar performing thread.
As a trend BlueSign is now becoming the undercurrent of those brands that are keen to be seen as
working towards better fabric choice. The effect of Patagonia’s Jill Dumain taking over their leadership
has moved the trade facing side of the brand to greater acceptance, but the popularity of the brand
in a consumer facing position is still to be realised. There are qualms about whether an endorsement
process that includes a PTFE-membrane is the best system available. The membrane has passed
BlueSign process, that shows the manufacturing system is a clean effect on the environment, even if
the product would not pass the common audit criteria.
Onwards the attention is being given to investigating the Sustainable Apparel Coalition’s
Higg Index. The SAC was created as a by-product of Patagonia’s criticism of WalMart
practise and has resulted in a much greater uptake in volume of product than BlueSign
has touched – but most is outside the sports industry.
The Jack Wolfskin effort to popularise a Toray membrane using recycled content has struck a cord,
winnng the clothing category of the OIA awards. Sympatex still leads the way in this development.
Berghaus was the strongest British showing with ThinDown and their Reflect insulation system.
Vaude gave a stronger buzz than for a while as many of their longer term sustainable projects are
coming to fruitition. What the Swabia brand does better than anyone in Scandinavia is eco: facing
trendy brand rivals like Fjallraven, Houdini, IceBug, Haglofs, so that is quite a statement.
ISPO BrandNew celebrated 30 years of one of the most interesting areas of the show
to visit. There was a walk of fame tracking products from the first version of the area right
up to the current. YKK have stood by the concept, the long term sponsorship
reflecting their position as authorities in their area of excellence.
Oerlapping with the end of ISPO was Munich Fabric Start with YKK also having a stand there,
the difference between the Fashion Industry & Sports Performance was reflected in the more social
mood at the Messe. Perhaps this is why Outdoor does not want to stray too far into the High Street
area – where the latter is governed by figures on spreadsheets as opposed to passion of design and
development in the product!
In recent years the challenge to Brand New has been the project from Green Room Voice
in Hall A4 which is a complete experience of education and overall trends as well as the
detail of what particular brands are offering. This year the area of GRV was half the hall, the
largest ever, and the effect was multiplied. The rear of this hall represented watersport brands so
there was also a full canoe try-out size tank adding to the relaxed nature of the theme.
A presence at the show in its own area brands shows wool is the
fibre gaining in popularity. UK company HD Wool of Bradford has
re-tuned their product to have a wash stabiliser, which makes it
fine to launder at 40 deg and is also available in a PLA mix.
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plain & simple

fodder helps to make clobber

versatile, wool textiles were around in 1500BC - they continue to amaze

Performance Days is a happening where designers get to grips with
the thoughts of others like themselves, where ideas circulate and
where the latest in fabrics surface. Wool made a big statement.

Powered two wheelers is what Intermot in Cologne is about, the
place where motorcycles also show how the ptw fits into the tourism
scene - at a lower pace the e-bike does much the same job.

It’s as plain and simple as that, people checking clothing rails for leisure and sportswear have a bewildering choice of clobber in all sizes,
shapes and hues yet if it wasn’t for them doing their thing from farmers’ fields, wandering on the fell or drifting around the dales and chewing a tasty morsel or two then we wouldn’t have sheep getting ready for a good clipping below the ears. In Britain there are more than
sixty different breeds of sheep who every year give up their wool coats. That’s an unmatched number than anywhere else in the world
and making a case for the stuff is The Campaign for Wool, a multi-national, cross-industry coalition engaged in raising the profile of wool.
In Denmark they have found wool textiles dating back to 1500 BC, which demonstrates the versatility of a product that has
been in common use for thousands of years. Wool is a natural protein fibre, and over that time it has been appreciated as one of the most
effective forms of all-weather protection known to man: science has been unable to produce a fibre which matches its unique properties.
As long as grass grows and sheep get hungry then every year the animal will produce a new coat, making this a renewable
fibre source. But it doesn’t end there, once a wool garment stops being useful then it can be returned to the soil to decompose so valuable
nutrients return to the ground where grass grows and sheep nibble. I’ve heard of an allotment gardener who shreds some discards into
the compost bin, and that’s recycling for you!
natural: Wool comes as a hygroscopic fibre. When the humidity in the surrounding air rises and falls the fibre absorbs then
releases water vapour. Not just a clothing product but wool based product is used as insulation, generated heat is maintained and so helps
to reduce aspects of home energy costs, helping the external environment through reduced carbon emissions.
ventilation: The crimping of wool fibres when tightly packed together form millions of tiny still air pockets. It’s a unique structure allowing absorbtion and then releasing moisture, either into the atmosphere or as perspiration from the wearer, without compromising
the thermal efficiency. Wool can absorb moisture vapour to around 30% of its own weight, right next to the skin. It’s breathable.
strong and stretchy: Wool fibres can be bent back on themselves over 20,000 times without breaking and resist tearing.
With its crimped structure, wool is also naturally elastic giving wool garments the ability to stretch comfortably around a wearer, and still
return to their natural shape rather than ending wrinkled and saggy. In the longer term wool can maintain its appearance, giving added
value to the product and its lifespan. Wool is also hydrophilic, being highly absorbent it retains liquids allowing it to be dyed richly whilst
remaining colourfast, and all without chemicals.
whatever the season: Through its hygroscopic abilities wool constantly reacts to changes in body temperature, helping
to maintain the user’s thermophysical comfort during cold and warm weather.
good to have: The protective waxy coating inherent in the fibres makes wool products stain resistant, they also pick up less
dust as wool is naturally anti-static. Developments in processing and innovations mean wool items are no longer hand-wash only, many
products are machine-washable and can be tumble dried.
you get less pong: Wool is known for being far more efficient than other textiles in absorbing sweat and releasing it into the
air all before those unseen microbes have bred to have stinky breath. Wool products don’t work at losing you friends in a tight community!
the safe solution: Naturally safe, that is wool for you. Not known to cause allergies and won’t promote growth of bacteria.
Wool is naturally flame-retardant, with a far higher ignition threshold than many other fibres so does not melt and stick to the skin causing
burns, it produces less noxious fumes which can cause death in fire situations.
Wool also has a naturally high level of UV protection, which is much higher than most synthetics and cotton.
TR

Talking Moulton are Dan Farrell and John Potter. Talking the extra Brooks is Chris, then talking Maruya Cycles is Takashi Iijima.
Scotland’s Findra
clothing range now is
for men too.
Métier Vélo is out
of Las Cruces, New
Mexico, bike people
making bike stuff.

BESPOKED

Talking Essex and Swallow is Pete Bird.

Brunel’s Old Station & Engine Shed, Bristol

It took three years for Isambard Kingdom Brunel to build Temple Mead Station in Bristol, he began the work in 1839.
That same year Dumfriesshire blacksmith Kirkpatrick MacMillan built the first ever rear wheel driven pedal bicycle.
Both put passion into what they did, and for the modern day engineering link with that, then consider what Phil
Taylor and his wife Tessa have done with their UK Handmade Bicycle Show. Bespoked is not an exhibition, it’s a
communion with bicycling expressed in more ways than there are links in a bike chain. Visitors found expressions
of quality and hands-on freethinking of a kind which even those two engineering pioneers would envy.
Prl
Condor Cycles is the international bike brand that’s been a
family business since 1948, making models for every style
of riding. Never more than a spoke width away from the
centre of UK cycling this year they’re in celebratory mood.
It was1898 was when Reynold pressured steel to fit the
bike-maker’s needs, today md Keith Noronha says 3D
printed components are big for their business.

Mike Anderson built his Taurus XE bike to meet
exacting needs, it’s got a motor too.
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Shows are about bike, hike,
travel and tourism.
product . places . people

In the Trade calendar we have some dates changes but the target is still the same, new stock is the reason for
your beingThere, to look and to show, to see, to feel and compare then to ponder, to weigh up the prospects in
the offer. The big job is to see a profit in the making, for communicators and user brigade cover they will delve
into how the product looks and fits in with what it may replace, or how the innovation stacks up in a market
over-fed on me-too, reflected when someone tries to say this is a first or suggesting it really is new without
having a clue we have been here with this idea before, probably well before. But let’s not dwell, for the visitor
the value of all Shows and Trade Fair aisles is not to see it as a jigsaw where pieces may not immediately fit,
but finding something by looking out for it and my experience tells that every booth and every pitch will have
something which will make someone optomistic and happy. For both sides, seller and buyer, and before the
end-user is anywhere near making their choice, the judgement on a product portfolio is a skill, yet not one so
easily learned, after all we are in a business sector which has worked hard to produce suitability, quality and
durability. Often a product is far ahead of being fit for purpose, and is a dead-ringer for sell through but that’s
not always the case and that’s where the difference will be apparent to the experienced. All of us are in the
same boat when meeting up with those quite happy to drive for the bottom - ? should I have written that as
“dive to the bottom” because sure as eggs is eggs some stuff will show up that’s a bit addled or encased in a
shell all cracked or punctured. I write it that way as I know that business is about turning a pofit, but swivelling
around to the expense of honesty and endeavour or better thinking doesn’t cut it for me. For producers in any
sector, that is reason more than anything that 2018 will be crunch time for some on an aisle or two.
The Messe at Friedrichshafen is a favourite destination of many years, it is a place that grows
This is a long way from the halls at anyTrade fair, but every item on thisScottish Borders campground
on you with its distant view of snow topped mountains and a lake bordered by three countries with 260k of
first appeared at one or other of them. It’s theway of life for The Reliables team who bring you this b2b
cycle trail running through them, border after border. Choices you have for arriving, getting there is a
sleeper service which gives you an early breakfast opportunity in
Our constant staff counts 90 employees which are are all
Baden-Württemberg at Ulm on the banks of the River Danube.
involved in the organisation of the OutDoor and Eurobike
You’d have travelled by train in your own compact hotel room, then
shows in various way. They are joined by a cleaning staff
the short hour or so hop to Friedrichshafen and ready for the day.
of 55 people, 205 security guards and hostesses
There the bustling harbour is ferry linked to Switzerland, although
as well as 65 other service providers.
for car drivers a little way up the lake there’s also every fifteen Q: Build up and Breakdown: what happens before and after visitor
minutes a Meersburg to Konstanz ro-ro service operating 24/7. footfall? It’s always hectic on build-up day, I have witnessed.
A big surge and high flow of the young Rhine flowing northwards
We usually need 6 days for the set-up and 3 days for
can cause bother on occasions, by the Meersburg terminal is one
the de-construction and packing to leave.
of the best fish restaurants around. Bodensee is one of the few Q: Finally, a question about the the environmental considerations:
places where an airship will sedately whisper as it soars overhead, does anyone count just how much packaging and waste materials
and that’s Zeppelin for you - and can you recall the year when need to be removed from the Messe, and of the recycling effort
it swooped around bearing a Vaude logo. Or when the hangar then how is that handled?
grounds behind the Messe became an e-bike trial zone, a parked
We are not sure about the exact answer there, that’s about
up Zeppelin being effortlessly buzzed by soft pedalling riders.
packaging and waste materials having to be removed. We’ll
Trialling this comfort bringer last summer, Burton McCall’s has a
As for swimmers in the Lake, it is said there are about
always do our best to keep it properly in order so that it lessens
way to put winged nasties to flight without swatting at them from
45 different species of fish which do their best not to be run over
impact on both the environment and how people can operate.
under no-seeum netting. For those who have never encountered
by humans having a cooling time, of the fish that don’t avoid line
That then is just a part of what makes a Friedrichshafen trade fair
mossies and midgies then it reveals you have never lived, well not
and net they are good on the plate, Bodensee fisch is the treat.
tick, it is a commercial and trading operation in swing but from a
outdoors anyway. The makers promise their Thermacell midgie
It is not all play, eat and be merry at Friedrichshafen though, the
very early time of visiting this place I’ve always found it ranks with
firewall protects you and everyone around within a 20m2 area.
messe is a serious platform for international business and although
the very best of what you’ll experience in Germany. Better than
The technology uses heat to disperse a repellent into the air creOutDoor this year takes its final bow - never say never, though many places, the people are great, there’s a peace and certain
ating a zone of protection, and that is a pretty good field of play
a bigger show that is Eurobike promises more than product and
tranquility worth that makes it worth beingThere even if it counts
where you can relax without itching for ever. Burton McCall are
with a broad service focus in the Retail First Initiative which helps
as work! There are around 555 miles of tarmac between the North
on stand 56 at OTS
specialist bike and sport traders do the buisiness. Amongst target
Sea ports and Bodensee, it’s a dream trip by motorhome or with
Just one question – does Thermacell work on
visitors are tour operators and other tourism service providers who
a caravan, for years I’ve found that staying a few miles away from
parachutists who are winging in ?
are the direct link between our paying public and the on the ground
the Lake and in the countryside gives super elbow room, a big
adventure opportunity. Another group who will see trades at work
swimming pool and close-by restaurant feeding places. Camping
are students in the covering disciplines of sport, fashion, textiles,
Wirthshof in Markdorf is my first choice, so close you can easily
Adventure clothing with innovative technologies such as NosiLife,
for business management and IT, all are eligible, along with some
bike into the Shows. Further away, Gitzenweiler Hof near Lindau is
Zip ‘n’ clip and Moisture Control is selling through for Craghoppers
others, able to qualify for concession tickets. Eurobike 2018 tickets
a really well equipped, first class site close to Swiss and Austrian
after its launch to the public this year under the banner of ‘Protect:
are now available at the Messe Friedrichshafen Ticket Shop.
borders but the “coast road” traffic is a pain as this is the main
Liberate.’ Now the brand is at OutDoor with their next-up collection
about the Show - we asked some questions
through road to beyond . . and back from there. So devise your own
of Spring/Summer 2019 product offering up the good life for people
The parking lot: when you arrive by car, to find spaces there’s a
loop through the hopfields, you’ll spot roadside stalls with fruit for
looking to travel for their adventure kicks.
Man with the baton helping you .. how many of them?
sale, good for your Show snack! You bypass Tettnang on the way
The new collections continue core values - of keeping
answer: There are 1500 parking lots for exhibitors and 5200 for
to the exhibition, its all so very scenic and well signed.
wearers protected despite being in an uncomfortable environment,
visitors on site. In addition, there are 5,800 parking spaces close
Ok, that may not be quite what a time poor and hard
combating the odour evil which can lose friends quicker than a mosby to the Entrances. Also we offer 6,450 spaces on P&R parking
grafting executive can get to do with their time, but perhaps they
sie in flight. Craghoppers do that using discreet sewn-in chemical
where there are bus shuttles running regularly. To help traffic flow
free, environmentally friendly fabric patches claimed to capture and
ought to chat to their HR people so they then engage a lifestyle
park up easier there are 111 parking attendants.
absorb odour molecules. There’s a new Zip ‘n’ Clip safety feature to
and enjoy their life with more hike and bike and own-steam travel,
Q: How many on-site Motorhomes will be used by visitors?
NosiLife Shirts and trousers and new fabrics not needing ironing is
which is the marketplace they are in, right! It’d be good to think
We offer 100 motorhomes which are placed in the so
a feature that keeps wearers looking smart. The new product ships
about foregoing red-eye flights and luggage restrictions and I’d
called “Eribas village”. These contain 347 beds in total
from February 2019. also: See Craghoppers at OTS, July 3-5
contend that Bodnesee trade fairs are the ideal opportunity to to
and can be used by visiting retailers.
test the water on what your brand in hand can do for people, and
Q: How many cafe, bar, restaurant units are on site?
for you, too. Let’s not just talk the walk or pedal a ride but check out
We provide a restaurant, 8 bistros and 2 shops as well
if the product you are selling does everything it says on the tin.
as other food stalls in the halls at certain times.
Something to chew on, there.
Peter rl
Q: At Friedrichshafen how many are working with the permanent

protected all over

for men
Triest

for ladies
Minori

Messe staff who help operate the programme of events, and others
who are added on the days of the Show?

Archive and website: www.tradeandindustry.net

the future of industry promotion
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so procrastination
is everything?

a struggle exists between those who prefer to ask
why and the conduit giving out sales speak

It is pertinent to say that of those people who may see my words here as polemical then good on you,
because although it seems all of us could bask in a 24/7 communications flow, just consider some
taps drip whilst others flow properly. It’s what is happening in the trade publications sector I am writing
about here, and I put that sentence both as a question and also as stating the obvious that editorial
independence is being pressured. Unknowingly, perhaps, by those up the line that there is something
of a struggle going on between those who prefer to ask why and the conduit which so often gives us
sales speak, reworked catalogue mentions yet little of substance which has any news value beyond
getting a brand name amongst the measured column inches, writes Charles Ross.

For any publication to display negativity about public relations may appear silly as those very
words feature may put a pr company onto hold mode and slow, stop even, their feeding editorial material to
that periodical. The very term public relations is important, in context the public bit is the consumer, relations
and relationships we can talk about later. Here is when it is important to discuss the elephant in the room.
So has procrastination become everything?
I operate with tradeandindustry as one of The Reliables, that’s group of people comes together
to confer and to report for journal readers the scene we embrace, and from several different standpoints that
are all meaningful towards an appreciation of the business sectors interfaced. The KSA b2b has operated
through the peaks and troughs of the Trade across the time when pr has been the flavour of the day for
some, but not all. Yes, it’s a changing world and there are those who tell me of a falling off for pr in favour of
using social media, and that is what bring mostly a syrupy, one way tone in the messages.
I see our duty as being towards the readership which can mean exposing identifiable poor practice.
In classic terms, business used to involve four areas, these being
i) the product itself; ii) the method of distribution; iii) the price; iv) the promotion.
The latter was about consumer promotions, trade promotions, brand advertising, and pr; difference between
these last two was the former was known as above-the-line, where you knew what you were paying for,
with the pr the below-the-line activity as marketers would define. PR was an effective way to get both extra
coverage and the element of third party endorsement in that coverage. The ‘80s were seen as the marketing
decade, whilst next decade was known as the pr period. Curiously the new millennium became known as
the Listening decade where social media took off to create two-way conversations. Marketing consultancies
the world over have evolved from specialising in media buying, through connecting publications people with
pr and more recently launching a social media presence.
I am hearing those in the know calling this time either the Decade of Disruption or the Decade
of Procrastination. The latter because of the trend to use even more leisure time to relax and then make
more informed decisions at the last moment. What I find interesting to note is that media numbers have
expanded, rather than moved on. Although the Daily Mail website is now the most read news one in the
world, it is treated as information with slices of delight to break the seriousness. The Daily Telegraph still
sells physical big quantities, it retained its full size; whilst The Times has seen circulation slashed as its payper-view firewall has been implemented. I’d guess that tradeandindustry would work if we were just virtual,
but copies are paper printed as has been the case for 38 years and more. Remember, some people really
do like to physically hold in their hands what is considered relevant, and it’s nice to have that because if
everyone had become virtual then direct mail would have died out by now. Promotions come through your
letterbox in big numbers, right, and with the likelihood of Royal Mail upping their daily delivery sequences
then who would want to predict any slowing in the importance of print.
Marketing agencies will tell you they have moved with the times, yet the better ones have not
forgotten their roots: print is seen as the original media of advertising and it still works so well. If you think
print media is dead, then why do you relax more when you read a weekend paper, but tense up when you
open your emails? Why did Facebook become popular with the older generation - was it because it got
people smiling in our world of seriousness? Media only works when it gets read, whether at your desk, on
transport, even should it be mentioned on the bog. To keep media on the go takes money and if there is no
money, revenue gained through display advertising, advertorials or whatever, then we could end up without
credible media.
The consumer has become cleverer, they comprehend that to get market coverage you need
to be visible, whether in advertising or by winning favour with editorial types. More importantly they know
there is a mass of media with lots just writing nice things about whatever product they have been given. It
is said that there are very few outdoor journalists whose comments are worth taking on board and none of
them is perfect, Chris Townsend always wants a lighter version, whilst Graham Thompson still drives the

idea of having pockets big enough to carry real things. You’ll know that recently there have been magazine
closures in both the consumer and in the b2b field. I have heard said that the only true measure of success
is durability, and I work with the most durable on the street. Without media the brands will rely more on direct
communications with their users and what we all lose there is the comment or endorsement from a reviewer
who does not see the world in vanilla. There are operations which seem to do so much better for us, or
are they just not prepared to give up when margins are tight? When media closes then those who are at pr
desks are likely to find it harder to justify their roles, and in my speaking to both sides there are those who do
a ‘damn fine job’ whilst others seem to hog classy accounts and have a withered idea of what our trade and
the outdoor business is really about. The bigger operators often miss the attention to detail that the smaller
companies sometimes will provide; the smaller ones seem to comprehend the mindset of journalists better,
and those bigger ones tend to have the sort of contact list that is on another planet.
My long experience in the industry tells me that brand exposure can be evaluated in a number
of ways – the most common being the equivalent advertisement rate with a factor applied. In simple terms
this means costing out how much that article you are mentioned in would have brought in revenue terms to
the publisher who’s taking the hit of producing the print. In reality a multiplier is applied to the figure as it has
better credibility of something like a x3 or x5 calculation for being there on the page. A positive lobbying tool
is pr because journalists are interested in issues that design teams are trying to solve, it influences layout
teams as well as restricting any misconceptions from being printed. That is when the job is done properly
of course. It has been shown that specialist titles gain a readership that is not only more willing to spend
money on product, but also can pull in more money from them than they are willing to spend.
In the principles of marketing I see four clear messages needing to be communicated and I
trust it helps if they are separately outlined here.
Firstly build awareness of the product. Our work is to help show that it exists so do trust that,
on behalf of readers we have a keen interest in knowing more about the what, the why and when. My
second pointer is asking you to create interest in that product by outlining the benefits the product category
offers. Next, you can create a desire to know more about that particular product by how you alert people to
its launch. Finally, people need to know where and when the product will be available. There is a distinct
difference between consumer and Trade fields of journalism, and being aware of timescales and the like
is paramount for the b2b operator. Remember that not all editors, publishers even, will simply echo a message that comes as more click than the bait for an intelligent follow-up. We have pr companies who excel at
the second and third parts here, but that is quite a long way from giving a complete communication of fact.
Display advertising is what does the first and last parts or my explanation more effectively.
I am hearing those in the know calling
this time either the Decade of Disruption
or the Decade of Procrastination.
In my article here I have found the detail of the message by talking to other journalists, ones
who have received a pr service that simply just is not hitting the target for what they want. I receive the usual
blanket dumping about new consumer product when it is known that I am a b2b contributor. It also has me
reflecting that not all the pr people live the industry that they serve. I know that the better companies will give
me stories or leads that I am likely to follow, in many cases they know I am CSR/ strategic/ eco orientated
and that helps form the closer bond so if they have something new, possibly off my agenda even, then I
will pay attention to them. It seems too many agencies prefer to flirt with the big boys of the media world in
terms of broadsheet dailies, rather than the specialists of outdoors activities.
I have yet to find an agency that does both well.
You may ask - should the brands use two different agencies, or should they prioritise whether
they want credibility from the centre and harder core or look to numbers from the masses? There are times
when having raised questions to brands through their pr operator I have missed being linked meaningfully. It
happens amongst even the best known of them, the biggest fabric company in our industry and then one of
the biggest clothing brands come to mind. One time I arrived at a company presentation, having reluctantly
jumped through their press officer’s hoops then to hear they were not able to honour the agreed interview
appointment: I now access their top-of-the-mountain press information through a rival German agency seeing the British operator never answers calls. Big agencies do seem to have a scattergun approach, which
might make for impressive puff statistics, but I’ll argue it is much better to have a quality outdoor journalist
in conversation, than one from the Sunday papers.
Mass media is great for a product for the masses; the question outdoor brands should ask
themselves is are they an outdoor product or do they want to become a sporty fashion product.
As we are witnessing with Athleisure, it is easy to do beautiful but hard to do technical. It is
time for brands to choose what matches their own values closer, seeing that moving from technical is much
easier than making performance from looking good looking. If a brand sells itself from a technical outdoors
positioning, then probably they should be thinking about on the same parameter for their marketing and
media linkage.
I am stating the obvious that editorial independence is being pressured, in many a case

unknowingly, perhaps, but I hope what you see here is the alert.

Charles Ross

now open for entries

spoga+gafa 2018 on
course for success

After the record 2017 spoga+gafa, what
is the world’s biggest outdoor living and
garden fair in the world is already looking to be 5% up on booking and already
the big names of the industry they will
be there. September 2-4.

Brands wanting to be in front of the c.90,000 consumers
visiting the Caravan, Camping and Motorhome Show next
February are invited to line up for the third in the series
of the Outdoor Industry Awards. Most recent winner was
Katadyn’s BeFree bottle which came overall ‘product of the
year’after judges had selected finalists for each category
during OTS. You have until June 22 to enter.
further information: www.theoia.co.uk/awards.
here’s
the
original
billing

the core at KORS 2018

The organisers for the long-running specialist Show at
Kendal tell they had completely filled the Kendal Leisure
Centre July show space in double-quick time. Over 20
exhibitors and well over 100 brands will be the offer at
what they reckon is the only carefully curated show for
core outdoor, with the top technical brands in one place.
Amongst new exhibitors are Scott Sports & Dolomite,
Beal UK and Mammut. The full list of specialist
exhibitors is at: www.kors.org.uk/kors2017
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thirsty? there’s no need for a plastic bottle!

“we got businesses to give up a revenue stream” - Huw Kingston

“ representatives
from amongst
the world’s most
dominant players
in the bottled
water industry
responded by
claiming the town
was restricting
people’s freedom
to choose “

In his Bundanoon hometown in the Southern Highlands of New South Wales a company came up with plans to extract water from an aquifer located on the edge of a nearby national
park, then Huw Kingston became part of a community campaign to oppose the extraction plant. He wrote an article for a local magazine floating the idea that, if the community was
against the extraction plant, perhaps the town should make a commitment to rid the town of sell refillable bottles, and the town would also be conjuring up media interest to help promote
bottled water for good. An active member of the media, for 25 years Huw Kingston has organ- local tourism.
ised, led and hosted large-scale mountain biking events with more than 2,000 participants and
It has worked for everyone alongside the obvious no-litter benefits and one-use
small group mountain biking, skiing, and trekking tours. “My time over many decades exploring bottles that get binned. All local businesses signed up for it, Bundanoon became the world’s first
beautiful parts of this fragile planet imbued me with a sense of wonder, a sense that could easily city to eliminate bottled water, the locals threw a huge street party, water flowed from six public
be dismayed when seeing the rubbishing of such places, whether mountain, desert, or sea,” he drinking fountains, and from shelves businesses removed the final bottles of water and began
told JoAnna Haugen. A circumnavigation of the Mediterranean Sea, travelling between all of selling reusable bottles in their place. “The initiative was and remains completely voluntary,” Huw
Australia’s capital cities, completing the longest ski traverse in the Himalayas at the time, these Kingston tells. “Any business could start selling bottled water tomorrow but does.” But+ none has
in the past nine years.”
are just some of the epics accomplished.
Huw Kingston’s article resonated significantly with neighbours and people around
Bundy on Tap didn’t come without its struggles, but then people with commitment
who were working to halt the water extraction plan and a group of these encouraged businesses and strength of character are always willing to struggle for what they believe in . . In the case
that sold bottled water to think about stopping that. “We were asking them to give up revenue, of Bundanoon representatives from amongst the world’s most dominant players in the bottled
we know it is never easy to run a small business in a small town but people likened the move to water industry responded by claiming the town was restricting people’s freedom to choose
a town going plastic bag-free.” But plastic bags are a cost to a business, not a revenue stream,” and opened their purses in attempts to get young adults on free trips to taunt the Bundanoon
he had responded. At that time Huw Kingston owned a bike shop and café in town, bringing a achievements on social media. Bring on the Paid Persuaders!
Bundanoon remains free from plastic bottles, across the globe others have also
certain credibility to the cause, himself being a business owner not just a concerned member of
the community. What came next was that the working group developed plans for a project called fallen into step, to varying degrees bottled water is banned in Canadian municipalities, a few
Bundy on Tap, the mission being to encourage the community to support businesses in town by cities in America have followed suit as have the Indian states of Bihar and Sikkim. However
shopping locally.
there is always a donald isn’t there, and after bottled water was banned from twenty-three USA
They wanted to see drinking water fountains installed across Bundanoon as an National Parks in action under the former President Barack Obama, along waddled president
alternative to bottled water. The gain there would be a revenue stream for businesses who would Donald Trump and reversed a kindness the environment needs. TR, with thanks to JoAnna Haugen

your heritage in the making
shows open, shows move: nothing new!

The framework of a Zeppelin airship under a high
ceiling in the Friedrichshafen halls is how I recall the
1991 Eurobike then 1994 OutDoor start-ups. I had
the company of Clive Tully’s beingThere

beingThere and linking 65 years of reporting.

There is a distinct advantage of being a veteran reporter, you’ve enjoyed the experience
of beingThere and few things are now a surprise. I recall that in the early ’70s the whole
of the international outdoor and the bike trade too, they all saw Cologne as THE place to
be. Then, of the UK brands Karrimor was first to blink at SPOGA, moving to a mountain
show in Munich. A new idea was panning out well as Haymarket Publishing spent £4k
- in todays terms £51k - to sponsor a burgeoning backpacking movement which in turn
supported a game changer for the UK outdoor manufacturing trade and hiking campers.
The IFMA two wheeler show had become a victim after Germany breached
a deal with EICMA of Milan and changed the Show sequence, Intermot opened in Munich
then moved to Cologne, an ideal location for Brits. The pedal people opted to have their
centre of excellence on Bodensee with Eurobike, the biggest and probably the happiest
bunny of bike shows. This year the Bodensee Eurobike is a whopper! For all that, people
are still fiddling two wheels timing, Italy has a lot of the answers with EICMA in November
still where you are served the best roasted chestnuts money can buy.
Outdoor bosses decided by a big majority they are not so happy being by a
Lake and in the apple orchards, in 2019 a Messe built on the former airbase at Munich
will be their European mainland landing strip. Britain also are at testing time to see if the
consolidation with ROKS to be at Event City will turn the visitor tide for OTS, certainly it
looks attractive to The Red Devils, who will be dropping in to be at the Show.
As a teenager I dropped in at Earls Court in 1952 to see the still muddy bike
of Ian Steel on a stand at the Cycle Show. He’d
ridden it to the first major race win of an English
speaking rider anywhere, that win in the Peace
Race. This same year Fausto Coppi won the
Tour de France, which inspired my founding
Crouch Cycling Club in 1953. Monty Young had
opened the Condor Cycles shop just a handful
of years before that, with Club members I went
shopping for bike bits from him in London, yes,
people can do that today, seventy years on.
I guess that puts it into perspective. Doors
can open or doors may close, but the good
things will still always happen. Peter rl

a bit of time getting here . .

The 38 years spell as editor at KSA tradeandindustry is where I have shared and reported happenings
across the business world and in the activities arena. I began writing about cycling and tourism on a
weekly newspaper in 1953. The story from across those 65 years is part of the book Burnham Boy. It’s
about beingThere with people, involved in developments, reporting changes, recalled through magazines,
albums, notebooks and tapes. Published by FeedAread.com Publishing, out in July. Peter Lumley

and
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Backpackers Club brochure - beingThere with guys on the
very last wild camping allowed in the New Forest in 1971,
a couple of years
later a group of
grey suits decided
tent camping was
a dirty business,
which could bring
disease to The Lake
District !!.
Asking the Lapland
guide about a
mountain to climb
are David Brown
and Nigel Moore,
we were together on
a 1989 epic in the
Padjelanta.
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the only flat folding helmet

it winsYahoo’s
prestigious Sports
Technology Award

The STA Start Up awards recognise technologies that look to
become game changers for their industries, seeking the best
businesses and sports innovations they latched on to Morpher
folding helmet invented by two times British Inventor of the
Year, Jeff Woolf OBE. The product was designed to appeal to
the cyclists who don’t wear helmets because they don’t want to
carry them around or store them when they’re not riding.
Of gaining the award and being recognised by
Yahoo and STA is a great honour says Jeff Woolf, already the
Morpher has totted up plenty of accolades whch pleases the
inventor who reckons it’s made it easier to wear a helmet every
time you get on a bike, to set off on a daily commute or ride for
leisure, pleasure or as part of an exercise workout.
Rebecca Hopkins, CEO of the Awards says: ‘The
Sports Technology Awards is opportunity to service this sector
of the industry and Morpher is an example of the innovation
and drive that we search for in our winners. The system of judging we use has become recognized as an international mark
of excellence within the industry, we hope companies like this
winner will go onto become major players within sports.”
So how did our new recruit to The Reliables get
on with the Morpher for leisure riding and daily commute.
This modern day bit of cycling kit was worn by Gerben as he
rode some of the first ever waggonways and former railway
routes between the River Tyne and Tanfield. In around 1720
the Grand Allies built the Tanfield Waggonway to transport coal
more reliably from collieries in County Durham, the cycleways
which run on some of these old lines have a steady incline and
that can bring on a bit of a sweat, says Gerben. Once I’ve got
away from the river it’s a climb, once into the pathways that
thread Watergate Park and the past the old colliery site where
a Roman fort had stood, you need to stand on the pedals, “it’s
handy then to fold the Morpher into the daysack and have a
cooler head”. He also reckons that although it is so handy to be
able to put your helmet into a desk drawer during worktime, he
likes the thought of hanging it up in its user form so the helmet
lining can air dry. “I do like it, and there’s been a lot of thought
put into making this concept work.”
Prl
www.morpherhelmet.com

shooting and conservation
is vital for a ‘Green Brexit’
there are immense benefits to the
environment coming from shooting

The looks are aerodynamic, the safety rating is super and it wear so much like other helmets- but, and
a big but . . this one folds away for convenience or to
save space in a daysack of the office drawer.
Morpher caught the bike rider’s eye when it was first
introduced and tradeandindustry carried the launch
story in time for big exposure at exhibitions, since
then it has collected plenty of accolades .

happiness - the song says they did it with a kiss

nah! surely they did it with a bike . .

When the plot is to learn to live so you attain happiness and quality of life, at the time when we all need to integrate our lives
with transportation as we create the living economy, what to do next? Be in Rio de Janeiro in the middle of June, that’ll open up
how to find about cycling in the city of tomorrow with Access to Life. Velo-city 2018, the world’s biggest conference on cycling,
runs June 12-15 when delegates from all around the globe will be sharing their interest for urban mobility issues.
Velo-city 2018 is a European Cyclists’ Federation realisation in partnership with Rio Municipality, through Riotur.
“After realising the Velo-city in Europe, North America, Australia and Asia, the ECF Council took an unanimous decision to foster
a Latin American Velo-city edition, so here we are in Rio de Janeiro” tells ECF former president, Manfred Neun.

protecting your skin

These people make garments for wearing in demanding environments,
although to wear their brand you don’t have to be an astronaut, in the
special forces, military, SWAT teams, police, fire, ambulance, search &
rescue, motorsports, heavy industry or other professionals. The Armadillo
brand is the clothing designed to help you to work harder, faster, stronger
and for longer. Safer too, when the need arises.
The company designs and manufactures their next-to-skin
protective clothing for professional operators, using a range of technical
Merino fabrics which exploit the unique properties and attributes of the
wool fibre. People who wear commonly issued petrochemical base layer
garments in high stress conditions can find there are very real dangers associated with fabrics which melt, can drip and catch
fire, putting at high risk specialist teams operating on and beyond the front lines. Myself, lately no-one has asked me to be
heroic in the face of fire and danger, and not even when I was a member of the Home Guard, but I do value wool as a base
layer. It is good in helping cope with an arthritis affliction, and a favourite whenever it is shiveringly cold: you don’t need to be
on the fells for that either, supermarket aisles with refrigerators can be just as chilly, although not so draughty!
I first met Andy Caughey (pictured above) last summer with his Armadillo collection, frankly my first impression was
“hey, this isn’t wool.” They are Merino of course, garments made in a very fine knit, so near a year on from beginning to live in
one of the Armadillo long-sleeves a lot of my time, I confirm it is a garment that stands using several days and still stays sweet.
It was 2011 when the plan for Armadillo took shape, here’s a styling that deserves to be on more backs, even on
warm summer day, as it’s so very versatile. Natural and sustainable, wool is kind to you in that way.!
Prl

The Government have been told by BASC that shooting and conservation are part of
the solution in terms of the future of land management post-Brexit.In its response to an
inquiry into Defra’s consultation paper titled ‘Health and Harmony: The Future for Food,
Farming and the Environment in a Green Brexit’, BASC highlighted the role that shooters
play in delivering sustainable management of habitats across the UK.
BASC recommended in its evidence that any new environmental land management schemes should be for a term of at least 20 years. This allows significant time
for conservation objectives associated with potential agri-environment schemes to be
properly established.Paul Williamson, BASC’s rural land development manager, said:
“Shooting and farming form a natural synergy. Shooters rely on a close working relationship with farmers to ensure that shooting can take place on land that may otherwise not
be open to the public”. Farmers, land owners and managers also know the immense
benefits to the environment that comes from shooting, as does the outdoor trade.
“BASC recommends that any new environmental scheme should recognise
the value of shooting, especially in relation to conservation objectives associated with
improving farm wildlife and habitats. Not only can shooters establish and manage these
schemes on behalf of farmers but they also provide vitally important pest and predator
control of foxes, deer, woodpigeon, rabbits, grey squirrels and corvids which is often
overlooked when formulating on-farm conservation options.
“The control of pests and predators is fundamental in delivering proper
environmental and biodiversity outcomes as well as food security” says Sarah Turner,
a member of the BASC council: “Shooting benefits the environment, conservation and
biodiversity in the UK in a number of ways including offering landscape-scale management at a national level, supporting the provision of ecosystem services and delivering a
workforce which invests their time and money in conservation”.
“Landscape-scale management, natural capital and ecosystem services
initiatives are becoming increasingly important in light of increasing pressure on the
UK’s natural environment from development, population growth and climate change.
Shooting can deliver conservation outcomes in these areas.”
Peter rl

cats put birds at risk

The Species that evolved together over millions of years are thrown out of balance by
cats and other invasive species, often with devastating results, says the American Bird
Conservancy. They are seeking funds to get some balance back into their countryside.
More than 4,000 invasive species, usually introduced species that did not evolve in a
particular area, have been established in the United States over recent decades. The
delicate balance of nature that gave rise to unique species like the Marvelous Spatuletail of Peru and the Maui Parrotbill of Hawai is easily unsettled by the presence of
invasive plants and animals. Competing with native species, transmitting diseases, or
even killing native species outright, invasive species also inflict huge economic losses
and can harm human health.
The domestic cat is often a beloved pet, but it’s also a major threat to
birds. Introduced to the United States with European colonists the number of domestic
cats has tripled in the past 40 years.Today, more than 100 million feral and outdoor cats
function as an invasive species with enormous impacts. Every year in the United States,
cats kill well over 1 billion birds. This stunning level of predation is unsustainable for
many already-declining species like the Least Tern and Wood Thrush.
Everyone knows Donald Trump won’t be overly concerned about the threat
of cats any time soon, and how interesting that the USA prowler problem is blamed on
European settlers who populated it, and also upset the Plains Indians. Those people had
only large cats, like cougars. Then we have Britain with its 7 million cats and purring,
they’ve been around since the Iron Age, some going feral and adding another million
or so to the bird slayer population. And don’t say I am exagerrating the problem, this
afternoon I watched a neighbour’s tabbie stalk a twig collecting Magpie: dammit - the
bird flew away and the nest they are building will be hard to reach, even for a cat. RW

tops in doing things

An interdisciplinary jury of 75 experts coming from the world of business, sciences,
associations and the media have confirmed Vaude is a company committed to the
protection of resources and the environment. Recognition that they integrate a green
lifestyle into daily life, at the eleventh occasion of The GreenTec Awards the Tettnang
company received the top accolade in the category “Sports by Jack Wolfskin”.
In Munich, as prelude to the world’s leading trade fair for environmental
technologies, Lara Delle and Greta Stehling who had each played a major role in the
development of the Vaude Green Shape Core Collection, were presented with the
prestigious award.
Vaude came onto the scene in 1974, it is family owned since being
founded by Albrecht von Dewitz. As well as international recognition and a sack
full of awards in making special contributions to protecting the environment there is
plenty of family care from this German company, their Regional activities include the
running of the company-owned creche for about 30 children along with the take over
of the local public swimming pool, which saved it from being closed.
TR

